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Love Birds Necklace
by Michelle Mach

Beadwork Challenge Oct/Nov 2007

The love birds connector piece 
reminded me of that grade school 
song: “Two little love birds, sitting in 
a tree, k-i-s-s-i-n-g . . .” I wanted to 
use that connector as the centerpiece 
for my necklace, but it didn’t seem 
substantial enough on its own. I 
decided to create my own pendant 
by combining the connector with the 
large ring and a filigree tube bead. 
I added some brown silk cord and 
seed bead daisies for an extra dash 
of color and texture. The daisies 
reminded me of another grade school 
pastime: pulling off flower petals in 
a love-me, love-me-not kind of way. 
So I added more seed bead daisies on 
several beads to finish off this flirty 
necklace.

 FiNisheD size:
Length: 2�”
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Love Birds Necklace

 MateriaLs:
76 size �� burgundy seed beads
�5 size �� light blue seed beads
9 6mm turquoise nuggets
2 6x4mm brown fire-polished beads
4 5mm olive green pearls
5 7mm deep orange pearls
� 2�x 9mm natural brass swirl clasp
� 25mm natural brass flowered ring 
7 �” natural brass eye pins
5 4mm natural brass melon beads
� 8mm natural brass filigree tube beads
4 9.5mm natural brass etched jump rings
� �9 x �4mm natural brass love birds connector
�2 6mm natural brass jump rings 
8 ½” 4mm natural brass ladder chain
�2” of 2mm brown silk cord
80” of brown Nymo thread

 tooLs: 
Chainnose pliers
Round-nose pliers
Wire cutters
Scissors
Glue

 techNiques
 Wirework, Daisy Chain

For the pendant:

Step 1: Place the love bird connector centered on top 
of the ring.

Step 2: Using 6 inches of thread, stitch a daisy with 
6 burgundy seed beads (for the petals) and � 
light blue seed bead at the center. (See figure 
�-2) Tie securely to one corner of the love bird 
connector with a surgeon’s knot. (See figure 3) 
Repeat for the other three corners. Add a fifth 
daisy to the bottom center of the ring.

Step 3: Wind the satin ribbon around the ring, in 
between the daisies.

Daisy embellishments:
Seed bead daisies were 
added to seven random 
beads in the necklace. 

Step 1: Make sure the 
surface area 
of the bead is 
large enough to 
accommodate a 
seed bead daisy. Flat surfaces are the easiest 
to work with. 

Step 2: Daisies may be added to any bead on the eye 
pin. After stringing any beads before the daisy 
embellishment, tie a surgeons knot using 6 
inches of thread to any section the eye pin. 
Stitch one daisy with the 6 burgundy seed 
beads (for petals) and � light blue seed bead 
at the center. Tie a second surgeon’s knot and 
then string the remaining beads (if any). 

Beaded Eye Pin Connectors:
This necklace is composed of short pieces of chain 
connected to short beaded eye pins.
Make two of each type (A-D). Remember that if you are 
adding daisy embellishments to any of the connectors, 
add them as you string the beads.

Figure 3

Figure 1                Figure 2 
NOTE: While this illustration shows 8 beads used for the 
daisy, we used 6 for the love birds necklace.
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Love Birds Necklace

A. On an eye pin, string one burgundy seed bead, one 
turquoise nugget, one corrugated brass round, � 
turquoise, � seed bead. Make a simple loop at the 
end. 

B. On an eye pin, string, one yellow pearl, one orange 
pearl, one corrugated round, � seed bad. Make a simple 
loop. 

C. On an eye pin, string � burgundy seed bead, � turquoise, 
� green pearl, � fire polished oval, � blue seed bead. 
Make a simple loop. 

D. On an eye pin, string � orange pearl, � plain brass 
round, � turquoise, � burgundy seed bead. 

 
Putting the necklace together:

Step 1: Cut the chain into 6 pieces. Five pieces should 
measure �.5 inches each; the sixth piece should 
be � inch. 

Step 2: Thread one piece of chain through the filigree tube. 
At one end of the chain, attach a small jump ring, 
a large etched jump ring, connector A, small jump 
ring, chain, connector B and C, small jump ring, 
etched jump ring, small jump ring, connector D, 
small jump ring, chain, small jump ring. Attach 
one-half of the clasp to the jump ring. 

Step 3: Repeat pattern for the other side of the necklace.

Step 4: Attach shortest chain to one-half the clasp. On 
the end of the chain, attach an eye pin with one 
turquoise, � orange pearl, � corrugated round, � 
burgundy seed bead. R

RESOURCES: 
Check your local shop for supplies. Brass chain: Fusion 
Beads, fusionbeads.com. Pearls, Czech glass, and turquoise: 
Galena Beads “Serving Creativity”, www.galenabeads.com; 
All brass materials: Vintaj Natural Brass Co. (wholesale 
only), vintaj.com.

Thanks to Vintaj Natural Brass Co. and Galena Beads 
“Serving Creativity” for supplying the materials for this 
project. 

Tip:  
If you prefer, use thread or wire to attach the filigree 
tube to the brass ring.

MicheLLe Mach is the editor of Beading Daily. She 
loves projects that use a mix of beading techniques.

http://www.interweave.com/go/bdbw

